
VACANCY 

 

 
 

With approximately 480 employees, KLK Kolb is one of the leading alkoxylation companies in Europe and 
offers a wide range of surfactants, chemical specialties, paper process chemicals and customer-specific 
products for various industries. KLK Kolb is a member of the global KLK OLEO Group.  
We sell our products worldwide and currently have three manufacturing sites in the heart of Europe 
(Hedingen/CH, Moerdijk/NL and Delden/NL). 
 
Due to recent organisational changes and to support our continued successful growth, we are 
looking for two motivated, proactive and independently thinking personalities for the function of 

Teamleader R&D (1 fte)  

Job Description 
Develop and introduction of new and modified products and / or processes for the optimization and 
expansion of the KLK Kolb product range. Performing research to improve the existing production 
processes. As a Teamleader you are leading a team of, among others, Scientists. You are responsible 
for ensuring the multidisciplinary development activities are up to date.  

Position in the organisation 
The Teamleader R&D report directly to the R&D Manager and lead a team of R&D professionals.  

Responsibility areas/Core tasks  

 Working on (commercial) R&D projects; 

 Preparing and executing complex development projects; 

 Performing research (literature, patents, competition); 

 Being a project leader; 

 Monitoring progress and results, adjusting where necessary; 

 Drafting reports and being able to explain them; 

 Development of your team members and your team.   

As a candidate you have the following knowledge, experience and competences; 

 Completed university education in Chemistry; 

 Experience with surfactants and/or EO/PO reactors; 

 Experience with commercial projects; 

 Reporting skills, analytical skills and result-oriented; 

 Good communicative skills and a team builder 

 You have managerial experience and a helicopter view; 

 Excellent knowledge of both the Dutch and English language; 

 You have at least 5 years of experience in an industrial environment.  
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Information 
For more information please contact Eddy Mangnus, Head of R&D Kolb (eddy.mangnus@kolb.ch).  
 
Candidates who meet the described profile can send a motivation letter with CV for the attention of 
Eva Tinselboer, HR Officer (eva.tinselboer@kolb.ch).  

 
An assessment can be part of the application procedure.  

 

Acquisition after this vacancy is not appreciated. 
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